2003 Northern Territory Institute of Sport Awards

NTIS VOLUNTEERS RECOGNITION
Gary Johnson  Rugby League
John Pyper  Cycling

CUB NTIS SQUAD ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Tom Logan  AFL
Paul Cook  Cricket
Joel Carroll  Hockey
Aroha Jennings  Netball
James McManus  Rugby League
Ryan Reader  Rugby Union
Edward Berry  Tenpin Bowling

NATIONAL SQUAD REPRESENTATIVE RECOGNITION
Greg Anstess  Hockey
Colin Hennessy  Hockey
Stephen Regan  Cricket
Symone Bell  Hockey
Robert Kennedy  Tenpin
Dane Cuthbert  Tenpin
Andrew McArthur  Tenpin
David Hennessy  Hockey
Bobbi-Jo Kalcher  Tenpin
Joseph Egan  Rugby Union

NATIONAL TEAM REPRESENTATIVE RECOGNITION
Tom Logan  AFL
Julie Woerner  Cricket
Ken Skewes  Cricket
Michaela Mihailou  Hockey
Desmond Abbott  Hockey
Mark Hickman  Hockey
Ronald Voukolos  Tenpin
Bo De La Cruz  Touch Football
Joel Carroll  Hockey
Matthew Stephens  Cycling
AJ Roberts  Motocross
Sammy Jewel  Boxing
Kelly Fong  Judo
John Fenwick  Rugby League
Leon Rotumah  Rugby League
Greg Fenwick  Rugby League
Aaron Nichols  Rugby League
James McManus  Rugby League
CARBINE CLUB NTIS NATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR ‘TEAM SPORT’
Winners Ken Skewes (Cricket) and Shelley Nitschke (Cricket)

CARBINE CLUB NTIS NATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR ‘INDIVIDUAL SPORT’
Winner Maria Tsoukalis (Weightlifting)

CARBINE CLUB NTIS INTERNATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR ‘TEAM SPORT’
Winner Bo De La Cruz (Touch)

TIO NTIS INTERNATIONAL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR ‘INDIVIDUAL SPORT’
Winner Kelly Fong (Judo)